10 Metre Contest

UBC 10 metre Air Pistol Target
Hi shooting friend.
First, thank you for downloading this target and we hope you enjoy shooting at it.
However there are a few things you should know about the target.
1) It is NOT an official ISSF or NSRA target.
2) The dimensions are liable to distortion when printed on the average printer.
3) The above mean that it is NOT useable in ISSF or NSRA contests and is NOT recognised by either
organisation for competition work.
4) In order to get 2 targets on to an A4 sheet the outer 2 scoring zones, that is the 1 and the 2 rings,
have been left off.
5) It IS designed to match the specifications issued by the ISSF and therefore on an average printer
the exterior boundary diameter of the scoring rings is correct to the specifications issued on page
187 of the ISSF Rules manual 2009 Edition (Second Printing, 01/2010)
6) The main points of difference are the slightly thicker boundary lines (0.5mm as opposed to 0.1 to
0.2) as required by the specification above and the absence of the two lowest scoring rings.
7) It is intended for use in the UBC 10 metre online competition so if you want to join in please go to
the UBC site and join up “Here” or if you have printed this out use this:membership@umarexboysclub.co.uk
8) If you wish to use it for informal contests please do so.
9) It is a useful practice target for those who shoot ISSF contests.
10) It is not claimed to be from either of the above organisation and distributed free by the UBC and
as such must not be charged for except as entry fee to an informal contest.
I hope that that covers everything so go ahead and shoot your target and enjoy it.
P.S. If you do use it in an informal contest let us know how it went. It was designed by Target Bunny for
Mike Bs 10 metre contest and the copyright stays with him so please do not remove the logos if you use
the target.
Jim D (Target Bunny)

